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1. Stations 

 

EDDS_ATIS:   126.120 

EDDS_DEL:   121.900 

EDDS_GND:   118.600 

EDDS_TWR:   118.800 

EDDS_2_TWR:   119.050 (VFR-Tower) 

EDDS_N_APP:   125.050 (main frequency) 

EDDS_S_APP:    119.200 

EDDS_F_APP:   119.850 

 

Responsible center sectors: 

EDGG_E_CTR:   127.720 

EDGG_CTR:   135.720 

EDGG_B_CTR:   127.050 

EDMM _(K/R) CTR:  for ABTAL departure only 

LSAS_CTR:   for ROTWE and SUL departures only 

2.  Airport data 

2.1 Airspace 

 CTR Stuttgart (Control zone) class D – ground level up to 3500 MSL 

 Transition altitude: 5000ft 

 APP sector: ground level up to FL145 

2.2 General airport information 

 Elevation: 1276ft 

 1 Runway: 3345x45m CONCRETE 

 Runway 25/07 is for VFR/IFR Traffic 

 CATI, CATII and CATIIIa/b certified  

 Taxiways and Layout: see charts 

 Lineup RWY 25 for VFR traffic via Taxiway E (unless requested otherwise) 
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 Lineup RWY 07 for VFR traffic via Taxiway F (unless requested otherwise) 

 TWY X closed 

 TWY Z: taxiing aircraft do not need to be separated from arriving traffic when runway 

07 in use 

 Parking gates and stands: see Quicksheet 

 General Aviation Parking 1 is closed 

 GAP 2: All aircraft up to the size of ~Cessna 210 and preferred for all smaller aircraft 

 GAP 3: All aircraft up to the size of ~Cessna 750 

 All GAPs are uncontrolled – do not give any taxi instructions within the GAPs, only to 

entries and from exits 

 2 Helipads: 1 north of runway for civil helicopters, 1 southwest of Runway for military 

helicopters, see charts for detailed location 

 small US airfield facility south of runway at taxiway R 

3.  ATC stations and operating procedures 

If a certain ATC station is not in service, the next higher active ATC station is responsible for 

providing ATC service 

 

 3.1 Delivery (DEL) 

 Provides startup and enroute clearances  

 Use TEDGO or STG SID for local IFR circuits 

 SID restrictions: see Quicksheet 

 

3.2 Ground (GND) 

 Provides pushback and taxi on the entire airport. Caution: runway crossings are 

handled by TWR 

 Stands 40-46, 50-56, and 60-64 are taxi-out stands and facing south, no pushback 

required 

 TWY N is used for departures taxiing east (when RWY 25 in use) and TWY S for 

arrivals taxiing west  

 TWY N should be used for arrivals (when RWY07 in use) to avoid sharp turns 

http://www.vacc-sag.org/download/sectorfile.php?id=140&check=bb97929dc990973cfa7ed4ebced1c38e
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 In order to avoid aircraft facing each other on TWY M, use of TWY O and Z possible 

for departures and arrivals (pushback facing west for gates 8-16) 

 

 3.3 Tower (TWR) 

 Provides ATC service for all VFR traffic with origin or destination EDDS, and CTR 

crossings 

 Provides ATC service for all IFR traffic with origin of destination EDDS 

 Departing IFR traffic should switch to Departure frequency without separate 

instruction, immediately when airborne (if not, give an advice) 

 VFR departures leaving CTR southbound: When RWY 25 in use, exit via LIMA, when 

RWY 07 in use, exit via OSCAR 

 VFR PMPs OSCAR and LIMA are CTR exit points only, SIERRA is a CTR entry point only. 

For further details, see charts 

 

 3.4 Approach (APP) 

 Provides ATC service for all IFR traffic with origin or destination EDDS, EDSB, EDTY, 

and EDTL 

 Provides ATC service for VFR traffic outside CTR Stuttgart 

 Coordinated handoff level from Center to Approach: FL140 

 Coordinated handoff level from Approach to Center: as early as possible 

 Precision instrument approaches for RWYs 25/07 (ILS) 

 Non-Precision Approaches for RWYs 25/07 (VOR/RNAV) 

 Non-Precision Approaches for RWY 07 only use for Aircraft up to 5,7 MTOM 

 Star entry fixes: BADSO, REUTL and TEKSI (all clearance limits) 

 Transitions: BADSO, REUTL, TEKSI, LBU, IBIRU, ARSUT (25 only), KRH (07 only), and 

NOSBU (07 only) 

 CDO Transitions: KRH, TAGIK, GEBNO, TEKSI, LUPOL, REUTL, SUL (RWY25) / KRH, 

NOSBU, BABEG, DITBA, DENEL (RWY07) 

 Detailed information about transitions: see charts 

 Holdings are over all clearance limits and IAF 
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 3.5 Director (F_APP) 

 Handoff altitude must be coordinated individually with Approach controller 

 No defined airspace for Director available, coordination with other stations required 

 

 4. Additional duties 

 TWR must coordinate published missed approach procedure (or RWY 

heading/5000ft/ for Go-Arounds) with Langen Radar before service  

 TWR is advised to offer intersection B departures, when RWY 25 in use, to departing 

medium aircraft (up to A321/B739 ) whenever possible and/or for separation 

 GND and TWR are advised to approve high-speed taxi for RWY 25 departures on TWY 

N whenever possible 


